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Subject: Highlights for ARRB Members Update

Body:

MediaUSA Today - Has called and expressed interest in story on Review Board. Reporter is reviewing 

information packet and is supposed to call back.American History Magazine - Writer is finishing article that will 

appear in May 1996 issue. Reporter has received information packet and sample documents.KCBS-TV, Channel 

2-Los Angeles - Doing follow-up story for mid-February airing on the Nagell matter and the ARRB in general. 

Reporter received background packet and sample documents. Tom did interview on Board's actions with 

Nagell and about the Board.Swiss Document Coverage - Wide coverage in daily newspapers across the country 

of Swiss document release on December 28, 1995. Tom did interview for Potomac Television Network, 

servicing stations in Miami and Boston, on the release. Dallas ProjectContact established with following 

photographers:Betzner - Follow-up being done to get his cooperation in donating original negatives which he 

possesses.Bronson - Family has expressed desire to donate original film to JFK Collection. Deed of Gift 

currently under review by family.Paschall - She has not given a final answer regarding the original film which 

she has in her possession, but has not expressed any great willingness to contribute it. We are still working on 

the matter.Bond - Relative who has the original negatives has been contacted and has stated that she wants 

to pass them along to the grandchildren in the family.Powers- Negatives made from last frame of his film 

which he gave to the Review Board have been printed. They appear to be negatives of the same frame of the 

film; probably the last one. We intend to search at the Kennedy Library for the camera original film.HSCA 

Photo Files at Archives - Montague is conducting an inventory of files to determine exactly what is there and 

the quality of negatives and prints.Zapruder - Preliminary examination done of original film. Follow-up 

examination planned. Also, records being pursued to document pedigree of film.Nix - Location of original film 

being pursued. Interviews have been conducted and documents relative to history of film being pursued. 

Livingstone/Savage - Contact has been made. Review of what they claim to have is being conducted. Next 

stage of contact will occur next week.Research CommunityAdvisories recently sent (now being sent 

electronically to those who request):January 25, 1996 - Advisory sent on release and availability at Archives of 

documents from November meeting.January 25, 1996 - Advisory sent on documents the board voted to 

release at January 5, 1996 meeting.Article drafted for Chairman to be included in Open Secrets newsletter. 

Note: David, if your review of this letter is completed before your notes go out to Board, perhaps we should 

include it to show what we have been saying publicly on a range of issues and to give them notes on the 

"best" documents we've released.Atlanta AHA Follow-upInformation packets sent to people who requested 

them. Note: David, do we want to say that the tape of their presentation will be transcribed and made 
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